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Recommendation
This staff report is for discussion purposes only and no formal action is requested of the Board of Directors. Staff
recommends that the Finance Committee consider funding the MRF capital Improvement projects from the
agency Reserves so that the benefits of these projects are realized in the FY18/19. Based on the Finance
Committee’s recommendations that are an outcome of this discussion, a proposal for all or some of these projects
will be brought forward for consideration at the November 15th Board meeting.
Summary
Staff has been designing several projects to improve sorting efficiency, commodity quality and, reduce operations
costs at the MRF in direct response to unexpected and rapidly changing global markets. While China’s
importation restrictions have brought new urgency to efforts to improve commodity marketability, politically fickle
market conditions do not alone justify capital improvement decisions. The MRF capital improvement projects
presented in this report do improve commodity quality, but their financial merit is based on improved MRF
efficiency and resulting cost savings.
Analysis
The SBWMA MRF is now 8+ years old and the system continues to meet its original design goals. However new
technologies, changing market conditions, and the wear of the system require periodic capital investment. The
FY18/19 budget include funding for small MRF projects and forecast the need for larger MRF capital investments.
FY18/19 Capital Budget
The adopted FY18/19 Capital budget of $2,887,500 allocates $2,250,000 for the Organics to Energy (O2E) Pilot
and an additional $637,500 for minor MRF projects designed to improve operational efficiency and commodity
quality.
-

Glass Loadout System - $539,808 Estimate: the glass load-out system was included in the FY18/19
budget. Recently received contractor bids for the project total $457,991 and exceed the line-item budget
of $350,000 for this project. Staff is also proposing to add a confidential document shredder to the PRC
at an estimated cost of $100K. Staff is seeking Board direction on funding the glass loadout and related
projects. A Project Description is provided in Attachment 1 that includes a 1.9-year payback. (Note that
if the project is not awarded at the November meeting, bids will expire before the Board will meet again in
January).
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-

Organics to Energy (O2E) Pilot – the FY18/19 Budget includes $2.250,000 for O2E Pilot project. This
project will be discussed at the October 25th Board meeting as a separate agenda item. (Note: that
CalRecycle grant funding of $1.2M will expire in April 2019).

Forecasted MRF Capital Projects
The FY18/19 Budget recommended the “design of MRF capital projects to improve MRF efficiency and
commodity quality”. Specifically, sort-line automation (optical sorting) was recommended and an equipment cost
of $3.5M was estimated and called out, in the FY18/19 adopted budget, but not approved (See page 5, FY18/19
Budget Cap Ex-New Projects Detail—highlighted second section) SBWMA, SBR and BHS staff have completed
an exhaustive design and cost/benefit analysis and is now recommending the implementation of the top-three
projects for Board consideration and funding. The recommended MRF projects are listed below (see Table 1.)
and details are provided in the Attached Project Descriptions. The total unbudgeted capital cost of all MRF
projects is approximately $4M with a projected pay back of 2 years.
Table 1. MRF Capital Project Summary
Capital Expense
FY18/19 Budgeted MRF Projects
Glass Loadout System/PRC Retrofit
Residential Sort Line Automation System
Commercial Sort Line Feed System

Total Expense
$
$
$

Total $

FY18/19 Budget Unbudgeted Exp.
$
637,500
593,808
$
593,808
3,649,525 $
‐
$
3,649,525
494,623 $
‐
$
494,623
4,737,956 $

637,500 $

$
$
$

$/year
162,847
1,761,669
‐

Project Description
See Attachment 1
See Attachment 2
See Attachment 3

Total $

1,924,516

Financial Benefit
Glass Loadout System/PRC Retrofit
Residential Sort Line Automation System
Commercial Sort Line Feed System

Pay Back on Capital Projects (years)

4,100,456

2.13

Fiscal Impact
The FY18/19 Budget includes $2,887,500 for new projects ($2,250,000 for the O2E project and $637,500 for MRF
projects). To complete the additional recommended MRF projects (unbudgeted) included in this staff report, a total
of $4,100,456 in additional funds are required (funds outside of the FY18/19 capital budget). The Finance
Committee and Board could consider utilizing the Rate Stabilization Reserve balance of $4,938,136 to provide the
necessary funds for these projects since they are in complete alignment with the unexpected market forces that
this reserve was explicitly established to stabilize.
Attachments:
Attachment A ‐ Glass Loadout System/PRC Retrofit
Attachment B ‐ Residential Sort Line Automation System
Attachment C ‐ Commercial Sort Line Feed System
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9A. Attachment A
Project Name:
Project Cost:
Status:

Glass Loadout and PRC Modification Project
$593,808 (estimate)
Pending BOD Approval & Funding

Project Description
The SBWMA MRF has a strong need for two projects to improve the operational efficiency and customer
experience of the Shoreway site. An optional third project is also presented here for Board consideration
that adds highly-requested confidential document shredding equipment and capabilities to the Shoreway
site. The projects include:
1) Modification to glass loadout system –$191,355 (quote): Automated MRF glass material
conveying and loadout systems to improve the handling of glass from the MRF sort system. This
project is sole-source from BHS the MRF sort system manufacturer.
2) PRC Modifications – $225,000 (estimate): Reconfiguration of the curbs structures at the PRC
will allow semi-trailers to enter the MRF building and be directly loaded with glass. This project is
being competitively bid with results expected on October 19th. Project costs should be known by
the time of the Board meeting.
3) Confidential Document Shredding Capabilities –$100,000 (estimate): as a service to the
SBWMA residents, SBWMA will install a high-capacity shredder at the PRC for customers to have
their confidential papers shred. The SBWMA will recycle the paper after shredding
When the above projects are completed, semi-trailers will be directly loaded with glass at the MRF which
will eliminate the need/expense of shuttling glass between the MRF and transfer station. The
reconfiguration of the PRC reconfiguration project is being competitively bid while the glass loadout system
modification is a sole-sourced with BHS. Design and contract documents for both projects are available at
the SBWMA offices.
Project Benefits
Benefits of the glass loadout and PRC include:
- Cost Savings: The SBWMA pays $162,846 per year to SBR to shuttle glass from the MRF to the
transfer station. (14,424 tons/year X $11.29 per ton paid to SBR). This cost will be eliminated by
this project because it allows semi-trailers to be directly loaded with glass at the MRF.
-

Damage to Pavement – Roll-off bin are currently used to shuttle glass. The steel wheels and tenton weight of the bins damage the concrete pavement and cause excessive wear. Routine repairs
costing an average of $10,000 per year will be eliminated.

-

Safety and Customer Service – Movement of the roll-roll bins occurs in the same space as the
PRC operations. these two activities are incompatible and results in traffic congestion and a safety
risk for people visiting the PRC. While the semi-trailers will be moved from the same location as the
roll-off bins, an electric dolly will be used to swap-out trailers on a less frequent basis.

-

Enhancements to PRC Operations –Modifications to PRC curbs and traffic flow will allow semitrailers to access the loadout. Old wood sheds that house the universal waste drop-off will be
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replaced with a fabric shade canopy structure. Confidential document shredding will be a new
service offering to SBMWA residents and will provide additional paper for sale by the SBWMA.
Note that the glass is currently stored in the transfer station is the location of the future O2E Pilot project so
it is important for this project to precede ahead of the O2E installation.
Financial Detail
Table 1. shows the cost of the glass loadout system and PRC modifications ($593,808 estimate), the
operating expense savings of $162,846, and project payback of 3.6 years.
Table 1. Glass Loadout and PRC Modifications
Capital Expense
MRF Glass Loadout System
Public Recycling Center Modifications
Confidential Document Shredder (optinal)
Contingency @15%

$
$
$

191,355
225,000
100,000

Total $
$

516,355
77,453

$

593,808

$

14,424
11.29

Subtotal
Operating Expense Savings
Cost of Glass Shuttle from MRF to TS
Tons per Year Glass
Shuttle Cost per Ton

Total $ 162,846.96
Pay Back (years)

3.65

Background
For many years glass generated at the MRF was transported by roll off truck to Strategic Materials located
in San Leandro. In mid-2015, the company closed this location requiring glass to be hauled to Fairfield for
processing. Since this change, it has been more cost-effective shuttle the glass from the MRF to the
transfer station, reload on the larger semi-trailers that carry twice the payload for transportation to Fairfield
(the current PRC configuration and MRF equipment does not allow glass to be loaded directly into semitrailers).
Staff has always viewed the glass shuttling as a temporary solution and has been working towards a better
solution. Recently, Staff identified the use of Electric truck dollies as a solution for moving large trailers into
the MRF for glass loading. SBWMA tested and purchased one such dolly and now plans modify the PRC
area and the MRF glass loadout equipment to compete this process.
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9A. Attachment B
Project Name:
Project Cost:
Status:

MRF Residential Sort-line Automation Project
$3,649,525 Estimate
Pending BOD Approval & Funding

Project Description
In the wake of the commodity market challenges, SBWMA and SBR staff have analyzed many options for
improving the quality of the commodities produced by the MRF - - automation of material sorting has
emerged as a key strategy. This project applies optical sorting to a portion of the residential recyclables to
improve quality, increase sort line productivity, and reduce operating costs.
Specifically, this proposed capital project involves reconfiguring a porting of the original MRF residential
sort system and adding two optical sorters that will remove small cardboard and containers from ~25% of
residential recycling stream. Optical sorters use computer recognition to identify and rapidly sort materials
far beyond what can be achieved with manual sort labor. By applying optical sorting capabilities to the
residential stream of recyclable materials, containers and cardboard can cost effectively be recovered from
mixed paper – while markedly improving the marketability and value of all recovered commodities.
Project Benefits
Benefits of the residential sort-line automation project include:
- Improved Commodity Marketability: Current markets demand higher quality commodities. Sort
automation via optical sort technology has emerged as the most effective was to remove
contamination and is the only practical way to sort small-sized contamination. The optical system
will remove 90% of all small-sized contamination from the residential mixed paper stream.
-

Improved Recovery % of Recyclables – a portion of the containers and cardboard are currently
lost into mixed paper due to incomplete sorting (i.e., crossover/mixing into the mixed paper
commodity). Through optical sorting, more containers and cardboard will be captured by the sortsystem and marketed at a higher value (analysis shows that 30% of the mixed paper is composed
of cardboard and ~3% of containers are currently lost into the mixed paper commodity).

-

Increases Sorting Capacity – SBR has been forced to slow-down the MRF sort system for the
following reasons: 1) to attain higher commodity quality, 2) to sort the increasing volumes of
material delivered to the MRF, 3) VRS sorters are not showing up to work in sufficient numbers.
Optical sorting systems are fast and reliable and will speed-up the residential sort line 15-20%.

-

Reduction in Overtime – loss of sorting capacity for reasons cited above have forced SBR to run
longer shifts (SBR currently runs an average 10-hours per shift). The resulting unbudgeted
overtime expense is mostly paid for by SBR without compensation from the SBWMA. Sort
automation will reduce overtime expense and improve worker retention.

-

Reduction in Additional Sort Labor Expense – For most of the year, SBWMA has been splitting
“additional sort labor” cost with SBR – the SBWMA’s share is roughly $13-15K per month. The
need for additional sort labor will be eliminated on the residential sort line through the installation of
a residential optical sorting system.
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Financial Detail
As shown in Table 1. the estimated capital expense of the Residential Sort Line Automation project
equipment and installation cost estimate is $3,649,525 (includes a 15% contingency) and there is an
anticipated 2-year pay back on the capital investment into this project.
Table 1. Simple Payback Analysis Residential Sort line Optical Project

Capital Expense
Subtotal Capital Expense

$

3,173,500

Project Contingency @ 15%
Total Project Cost

$
$

476,025
3,649,525

Scrap Value
Cardboard
PET
Aluminum
Total Scrap Revenue

Avg. Scrap Value
$
99
$
191
$
924

CRV Value
$
$
Total CRV Revenue

Scrap Revenue
$
154,884
$
96,995
$
158,985
$
410,864 year
CRV Revenue

1,576
3,199

Subtotal Additional Revenue
Pay Back Analysis Residential Sort line Optical Project

$
$
$

800,452
550,353
1,350,805 year

$

1,761,669 year
2.07 years

Although there are many benefits cited above for doing the project, the payback calculation only used the
revenues associated with “Improved Recovery of Recyclables” in the financial justification of the project.
Detail of the anticipated tons of materials recovered by the project are presented in Table 2. (The recovery
calculations are based on SBR’s composition analysis of recyclable stream and on BHS’s guaranteed
recovery rate of 90% using optical sorting units on the small residential sort line at the Shoreway MRF).
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Table 2. Recyclable Materials Recovery Enhancement
Annual Shipped Mixed Paper

26,347 tons/yr

Cardboard Recovery Calculation
Cardboard lost in mixed paper
Cardboard Reporting to 6" Minus Conveyor
forecast cardboard recovery by optial sorter
Additional Cardboard Tons Recovered

23.3%
30.0%
85%

6,135
1,841
1,564
1,564

tons/yr
tons/yr
tons/yr
tons/yr

PET containers lost with mixed paper
PET containers lost with Residual
Forecast container recovery by optical sorter
Additional PET Containers Recovered

0.66%
1.48%
90%

175
389
508
508

tons/yr
tons/yr
tons/yr
tons/yr

Aluminum containers lost with mixed paper
Aluminum containers lost with Residual
Forecast containter recovery by optical sorter
Additional Aluminum Containers Recovered

0.35%
0.37%
90%

93
98
172
172

tons/yr
tons/yr
tons/yr
tons/yr

Revenues on the recovered recyclables are shown in Table 3. (scrap and CRV revenues from additional
recovered containers and cardboard for a total projected revenue of $1,761,669). The total revenue from
this table is used in the pay back analysis shown in Table 1.

Table 3. Revenue Calculation
Scrap Value
Cardboard
PET
Aluminum
Total Scrap Revenue

Avg. Scrap Value
$
99
$
191
$
924

CRV Value
$
$
Total CRV Revenue
Subtotal Additional Revenue

Scrap Revenue
$
154,884
$
96,995
$
158,985
$
410,864 year
CRV Revenue

1,576
3,199

$
$
$

800,452
550,353
1,350,805 year

$

1,761,669 year
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9A. Attachment C
Project Name:
Project Cost:
Status:

MRF Commercial Sort Line Feed System Project
$494,623 (Quote by BHS)
Pending BOD Approval & Funding

Project Description
In the wake of the commodity market challenges, SBWMA and SBR staff have analyzed many options for
improving the quality of the commodities and improve MRF sort system efficiency. This capital project will
replace the current commercial sort ling feed system with a new feed system that matches the residential
sort line feed. The residential feed system has a large hopper and that opens plastic bags and meters the
flow of recyclables to the sort system. When the system was originally installed, BHS did not offer this feed
system for the commercial sort line.
Project Benefits
Benefits of the commercial sort line feed system include:
- Improved Sorting Capacity - SBR has been forced to slow-down the commercial sort line due to:
1) the need to attain higher commodity quality, 2) increased tonnage arriving at the MRF, 3) VRS
sorters not showing up to work. The new commercial feed system will improve sorting efficiency
10-15% allowing SBR to complete sorting of the daily inbound commercial recyclables within an 8hours shift.
-

Reduction in Overtime – loss of sorting capacity for reasons cited above have forced SBR to run
longer shifts and some Saturdays (SBR currently runs an average of 10-hours shifts). The
resulting unbudgeted overtime expense has been mostly paid for by SBR without SBWMA
compensation. Commercial sort line feed system will reduce overtime expense and related issues.

-

Improved Commodity Marketability- While the feed system does not sort recyclables, it opens
bags and creates a consistent flow of materials that allows the down-stream sort system to operate
more efficiently. The improved sort efficiency results in being able to achieve better separation of
the recyclables.

-

Reduction in Additional Sort Labor Expense – For most of the year, SBWMA has been splitting
the “additional sort labor” cost with SBR -the SBWMA’s share has been roughly $13-15K per
month. The need for additional sort labor will be eliminated on the commercial sort line through the
commercial sort line feed system

Financial Details
As shown in Table 1. the estimated capital expense of the Commercial Sort Line Feed System project
equipment and installation is $494,623 (includes a 10% contingency). Although there are many benefits
cited above for doing the project, is staff was not able to create a stand-alone payback calculation for this
system due to the indirect nature of the benefits. And, while this project is separate from the Residential
Sort Line Automation project, both projects should strongly be considered together to keep the commercial
and residential sort shift to 8-hours per day.
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Table 1. Commercial Sort Line Feed System Project
Equipment
Controls
Project Management and Start-Up
Installation (Mechanical/Electrical )
Estimated Shipping and Handling
Total Capital Expense
Contingency @10%
SubTotal

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

245,815
35,027
25,163
135,652
8,000
449,657
44,966
494,623
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9B
STAFF REPORT
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

SBWMA Board Members
Hilary Gans, Facility Operations Contract Manager
Oct 25, 2018 Board of Directors Meeting
Organics to Energy Pilot Project

Recommendation
This staff report is for discussion purposes only and no formal action is requested of the Board of Directors. This item will
be brought back to the Board approval consideration at the November meeting.

Overview
For several years, Staff has been developing a plan for centralized processing of Organics – sorting food waste from the
Black-bin (garbage) and converting it to energy. This staff report, and the accompanying presentation provide an overview
of the proposed Organics-to-Energy (O2E) Pilot project and is intended to inform the Board members of key planning and
financial considerations and to address questions prior to approval consideration at the November Board meeting. The O2E
Pilot project’s operational, financial and implementation assumptions have been evaluated by the Zero Landfill Committee at
two meetings on October 3rd and 10th and the Finance Committee will review the financial proforma assumptions on
November 5th.

The O2E Pilot project is both a stand-alone project and a half-step toward the Full O2E project. This pilot project
is expected to process about 75 tons of targeted materials per day, as follows:
1. Processing Source Separated Organics (SSO):
2. As a stand-alone project, the O2E project will process all commercial SSO/ food waste and digested this
into green energy. in this way the project will redirect commercial food waste from composting to a less
expensive outlet (local waste water treatments plants) that want the material for its energy value.
(composters charge more for commercial SSO because it is highly contaminated with trash – the O2E
equipment removes contamination so that it is acceptable for waste water treatment plants (WWTP).)
This portion of the pilot is targeted to handle about 50 tons of this material a day.
3. Processing Black-bin garbage:
By processing a portion of the Black-bin garbage stream and extract organics digestion the pilot project will
validate the benefits of centralized organics sorting at the Shoreway facility and will solidify market
relationships with WWTPs. This portion of the pilot is expected to handle about 25 tons of this material a day.
Key Pilot Benefits
O2E Pilot project benefits include:
1. Reduced hauling cost and GHG emissions vs. composting operations
2. Leverage existing WWTP infrastructure and expertise to converting organics to power.
3. Provide green power for WWTP to become energy independent
4. Creates a potential future opportunity for Shoreway to fuel the future collection fleet with BioCNG
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5.
6.
7.
8.

Ratepayer benefits from integrations of services (SVCW & SBWMA ratepayer overlap)
Demonstrates interagency cooperation
Fulfills the local and state need for new organics processing infrastructure
Demonstrates success for future grant funding requests

Financial Details
Table 1 presents the capital (CAPEX) and operational expenses (OPEX) of the O2E Pilot compared to the current
composing costs (i.e., Total Expense of $63.17 per ton, offers a Net Positive Benefit of $6.03 per ton over the
current $69.20 per ton Cost of Composting). Note that the Pilot financial summary is based on commercial SSO
material processing costs and the cost of process Black bin organics will be higher due lower food waste
concentrations in garbage. A goal of the pilot is to ascertain the organics recovery and cost recovering organics
from garbage.

Table 1. O2E PILOT FINANCIAL SUMMARY
CAPEX
OREX 500 Pilot CAPEX
Trailer Lease Cost
Contingency
Subtotal

$
$
$
$

OPEX
Transport & Disposal

$/yr.
225,000
12,000
(237,000) $

$/ton
11.54
0.62
(12.15)

$/yr.

$/ton

Transport residuals to landfill
Tip fee residuals at landfill
Transport of slurry to WWTP
Tip fee for slurry at WWTP
Subtotal

$
$
$
$
$

78,341
203,093
219,375
292,500
(793,309) $

4.02
10.42
11.25
15.00
(40.68)

Processing Line
Parts
Electricity
Operational labor
PM & cleaning
Repair & maintenance labor
Subtotal

$
$
$
$
$
$

$/yr.
64,740
32,760
93,287
5,358
5,358
(201,504) $

$/ton
3.32
1.68
4.78
0.27
0.27
(10.33)

$/yr.

$/ton

TOTAL EXPENSES

$ (1,231,812) $
AVOIDED COST OF COMPOSTING
Avoided SSO transportation cost
Avoided SSO tip fee cost
Subtotal

636,285
713,115
1,349,400 $

32.63
36.57
69.20

NET BENEFIT/COST OF PILOT PROJECT
$/yr.
$
117,588 $

$/ton
6.03
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Fiscal Impact
The FY18/19 Capital Budget includes a net SBWMA cost of $2.250,000 for the O2E Pilot project. (Note: that
partial CalRecycle grant funding of $1.2M for this project will expire in April 2019). The Implementation
Schedule shown below provides estimates of O2E project timing and funding windows.
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